Awards from External Sponsors

• SLA Researchers received $5,513,583 from external sponsors.
  – The Center on Philanthropy became the Lilly Family School of Philanthropy. Its awards are not included.
Sponsored Awards to Centers

- The Polis Center brought in over $2.9M; The Center for the Study of Religion and American Culture and IRSI combined for $1.15M.
  - The Survey Research Center contracted for $221,481.
Sponsored Awards to Departments

- Researchers in six academic departments received $960,595 to support their work.
  - The National Science Foundation awarded a three-year Research Experience for Undergraduates (REU) grant to Jeremy Wilson (Anth).
  - Health Communications and Health Economics faculty combined for over $477K.
Indirect Costs Awarded

- External Awards received in FY 2013 will generate $771,613 of future indirect cost recovery, 60% of which will return to the Dept. or Center and the Project Director.*

*Campus keeps 20%. 80% returned to the School x 75% to Center/Dept/PI = 60%
Indirect Costs for Distribution

- $535,739 was earned for distribution to the Dean’s Office (25%) and to the Centers/Depts and PIs (75%).
  - ICR dollars are distributed twice a year.
  - ICR earned July - December 2012 was distributed in Spring 2013.
  - ICR earned January – June 2013 will be distributed in August 2013.
External Award Winners

- Yaa Akosa Antwi
- David Bodenhamer
- Jennifer Bute
- Paul Carlin
- Martin Coleman
- Holly Cusack-McVeigh
- Stephen Fox
- Philip Goff
- Linda Haas
- Daniel Johnson
- John R. Kaufman-McKivigan
- Mohammad Kaviani
- Kathleen Kozenski
- Tamara Leech
- Anne Mitchell
- Anne Royalty
- Philip Scarpino
- Joseph Terza
- Jeffrey Wilson
- Jeremy Wilson
Internal Awards

• SLA received 42 awards from Campus and University internal grant programs, totalling $353,757.
  – 16 grants from the IAHI, New Frontiers, RSFG and RTR programs supported humanities projects.
Internal Awards

• Several Departments, Programs, Centers, and Institutes were represented.
Internal Award Winners

- Yaa Akosa Antwi
- Emily Beckman
- David Bell
- Gail Bennett-Edelman and Hannah Haas
- Didier Bertrand
- David Bodenhamer
- Thorsten Carstensen
- Holly Cusack-McVeigh
- Andre De Tienne
- Mitchell Douglas
- Jason Eberl
- Laura Holzman
- Susan Hyatt
- Daniella Kostroun
- Karen Kovacik
- Elizabeth Monroe
- Megan Musgrave
- Martha Payne
- Kevin Robbins
- Nancy Robertson
- Anne Royalty
- Philip Scarpino and Jason Kelly
- William Schneider
- YoungJu Shin
- Michael Snodgrass
- Janani Subramanian
- Jennifer Thortingtton Springer
- Vendy Vogt
- Jeremy Wilson
- Marianne Wokeck
- Larry Zimmerman
- Iker Zulaica Hernandez
School Awards

- Summer Research & Creative Activity Awards
  - Thorsten Carstensen, Samuel Kahn, Rebecca Shrum, Wendy Vogt, Jisong Wu, and Iker Zulaica Hernandez
- Langsam-Oswalt Summer Fellowships for Lecturers
  - Gail Bennett-Edelman and Julie Freeman
- Jan Shipps Travel Awards
  - Jennifer Bute, Estela Ene, Janani Subramanian, and Jeremy Wilson